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The relevance of the research topic. Secundary rights exist in almost all sub-branches of civil 

law (property, obligation, inheritance). The identification of their features, the delineation of 

secundary rights from other phenomena is an urgent need of science and practice. The science of 

civil law still generally has a negative attitude to the idea of the possibility of the existence of a 

right that is not provided by a duty. Meanwhile, such rights exist objectively and need to be 

studied and systematized. 

Despite the frequent mention of secundary rights in the legislation, they are not separated into a 

separate legal category, which may be the reason for the lack of detailed regulation of their 

implementation. Nevertheless, the law still describes certain aspects concerning secundary rights, 

including the issues of their transition, although it is very fragmentary and casuistic. 

Secundary rights remain virtually unexplored in the Russian science of civil law. Civilistic works 

on the relevant topic are rare, and in most cases are limited to analyzing the problems of the legal 

nature of secundary rights, questions of their relationship with subjective rights and determining 

their place in the traditional classification of civil rights. In civil law textbooks, the doctrine of 

secundary rights is often not mentioned at all. 

Probably, due to the lack of knowledge or the desire to operate only with understandable legal 

categories, the doctrine often denies second rights in an independent nature, trying to recognize 

them as legal entities that are part of well-known legal phenomena, such as legal capacity or 

separate competence. Nevertheless, some authors argue the opposite, recognizing the separate 

nature of secundary rights. 

The purpose of the work:  to analyze the definition of secundary rights in civil law. 

Objectives: to study the concept of secundary law and legal relations, to determine the elements 

of such legal relations; to reflect the existing approaches to the consideration of secundary rights 

and legal relations; to identify the main varieties of secundary rights and legal relations; to 

consider the features of secundary rights, taking into account their place in various legal 

institutions. 

The theoretical and practical significance of the research The theoretical significance of the 

study is that its main provisions can be used in the development of theoretical and 

methodological problems of the theory of second rights in civil law. 

The results of the research can be used in the process of teaching civil law disciplines. 

Results of the study: 

Second law is a power law, its implementation creates legal consequences for all participants in a 

particular legal relationship without any assistance from the other side of the legal relationship or 

from the competent authority of the state (enforcement of subjective law). The exercise of the 

second right concerns only the legal relationship itself, and not its implementation. The second 

right is not secured by the coercive force of the State. Only the holder of the right can exercise 

this right, but it cannot be required to exercise it through the courts. Some seconds rights require 

judicial enforcement, but this does not mean that the second right itself is protected by the State. 

Second law is a measure of possible power influence on a legal relationship defined by a rule of 

law, which leads to a change, termination or emergence of the latter, which has no material 

expression and exists outside the legal relationship. second rights have as their cause a subjective 

right (legal relationship). Secundary law makes the exercise of a subjective right (the exercise of 



a legal relationship) conditional on the exercise of secundary law. The exercise of rights and 

obligations is made dependent on the exercise of second rights. The derivation of second rights 

from a legal relationship does not mean that they arise from a legal relationship, but that they are 

useless without reference to a specific legal relationship. They just can't exist without it. Legal 

relationship – the purpose of second rights. If there is no goal, then there is no corresponding 

means. When exercising the second rights, there are no material (social) actions on the part of 

the authorized person. Implementation actions are only of an ideal nature and are aimed only at 

an inherently ideal legal relationship. 

Recommendations: 

- it is not possible to change the legal relationship of ownership if the owner is a single person. 

Therefore, no second rights are possible with such changes in the legal relationship of 

ownership. 

- secundary law in the legal relations of common property can only affect in such a way that all 

co-owners will be affected. This is due to the fact that internal legal relations are closed and 

limited primarily to the object that is in common ownership. 

- the second right already exists in the legal relationship of purchase and sale and allows you to 

unilaterally change the subject composition of the legal relationship. The holder of the second 

right may, by his unilateral expression of will, deprive the third – party buyer of the rights and 

obligations under the contract of sale, transferring them to himself. 

- in the exercise of the second right, the will of only one person is necessary and sufficient. 

- it is necessary to develop and adopt a general law "On the recovery of material damage and 

payment of monetary compensation for non-pecuniary damage", as a second law, defining the 

subject of its legal regulation, the subject composition, civil relations between subjects arising as 

a result of causing damage, specify the conditions and cases of compensation for non-pecuniary 

damage, as well as the mechanism of liability of the causer of damage. 

- it is necessary to provide for the responsibility of the executive authorities and other citizens 

who were aware of the harm, but they allowed it to be committed. In this connection, it is 

proposed to make an addition to paragraph 2 of Article 1064 of the Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation stating it in the following wording: "The obligation to compensate for harm may be 

imposed by law on a person who is not the causer of harm, as well as on a person who has 

committed harm." 
 


